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By Orson Scott Card

Random House USA Inc, United States, 2005. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Reprint. 203 x 132
mm. Language: English . Brand New Book. As one of the most consistently exciting writers to
emerge in the last twenty-five years, Orson Scott Card has been honored with numerous awards,
immersing readers in dazzling worlds only he could create. Now, in Enchantment, Card works his
magic as never before, transforming the timeless story of Sleeping Beauty into an original fantasy
brimming with romance and adventure. The moment Ivan stumbled upon a clearing in the dense
Carpathian forest, his life was forever changed. Atop a pedestal encircled by fallen leaves, the
beautiful princess Katerina lay still as death. But beneath the foliage a malevolent presence stirred
and sent the ten-year-old Ivan scrambling for the safety of Cousin Marek s farm. Now, years later,
Ivan is an American graduate student, engaged to be married. Yet he cannot forget that long-ago
day in the forest--or convince himself it was merely a frightened boy s fantasy. Compelled to return
to his native land, Ivan finds the clearing just as he left it. This time he does not run. This time he
awakens the beauty with a kiss ....
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ReviewsReviews

This book is very gripping and fascinating. Yes, it is play, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. I found out this ebook from my dad and i
recommended this pdf to discover.
-- La va da  Nikola us-- La va da  Nikola us

This ebook will be worth buying. It usually fails to price an excessive amount of. You wont feel monotony at whenever you want of your respective time
(that's what catalogs are for regarding in the event you check with me).
-- Er nest V a nder vor t-- Er nest V a nder vor t
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